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ABSTRACT

Rhabdomyolysis (RML) is a pathological entity characterized 
by symptoms of myalgia, weakness and dark urine (which 
is often not present) resulting in respiratory failure and 
altered mental status. Laboratory testing for myoglobinuria 
is pathognomonic but so often not present during the time 
of testing that serum creatine kinase should always be 
sent when the diagnosis is suspected. Kidney injury from 
RML progresses through multiform pathways resulting in 
acute tubular necrosis. Early treatment (ideally<6 hours 
from onset)  is needed with volume expansion of all non-
overloaded patients along with avoidance of nephrotoxins. 
There is insufficient data to recommend any specific fluid. 
The mortality rate ranges from 10% to up to 50% with severe 
AKI, so high index of suspicion and screening should be in 
care plan of seriously ill patients at risk for RML.

INTRODUCTION

Rhabdomyolysis (RML, lysis of skeletal muscle cells) is a 
pathological syndrome of acute or subacute onset in which 
a patient develops localized or generalized myalgia and 
weakness, associated with a rapid rise in the serum creatine 
kinase (CK) level, the extent of which will depend upon 
the timing of analysis with respect to the acute event.1 A 
systematic review on the definition of RML recommends 
these clinical symptoms combined with a CK cut-off value 
of >1000 IU/L or CK > 5 times upper limit of normal (ULN) 
as mild RML.1  Additionally, measured myoglobinuria and 
acute kidney injury (AKI) indicate a severe RML1. The 
above definition holds true after exclusion of elevated CK 
due to other aetiologies like myocardial infarction,2  status 
epilepticus,3  or a chronic neuromuscular disease.4 The 
coexistence of RML in these aetiologies is also a possibility 
with acute elevation of CK.1 

RML has been documented in historic times. The Old 
Testament refers to a plague suffered by Israelites after 
consumption of quails during their exodus from Egypt.5  
AKI characterized by dark red urine and oliguria from quail 
poisoning (and resultant Coturnism) has been reported 

from Greece in the past.6,7 In contemporary era, the first 
cases of traumatic RML with renal failure were reported 
during Messina earthquake in 1908 and then, subsequently 
in the World War I.8 However, the first detailed report of 
RML and AKI was by Bywaters et al. who described four 
war victims from the Battle of Britain in 1940.9 The same 
author identified myoglobin in the urine of air-raid traumatic 
crush injuries.10 Non-traumatic myoglobinuria was initially 
reported by Koenigsberg Haff in erstwhile province of East 
Prussia and then later from Sweden.11  It was, however, 
until the 1960’s when other causes like heat injury,12  and a 
metabolic myopathy predisposing to acute renal failure were 
recognized.13,14 

The true incidence of RML is unknown since it is frequently 
oligo-symptomatic or asymptomatic. Approximately 26,000 
cases of rhabdomyolysis are reported annually in the United 
States.15 African Americans, males, obese patients, patients 
younger than ten years of age, and patients older than 60 years 
old all have a higher incidence of RML.16 The percentage of 
patients developing AKI varies from 13% to approximately 
50%, depending on clinical and organizational setting.17 In 
those with severe RML, the incidence of AKI goes up to 81% 
with 26% needing kidney replacement therapies.18 Mortality 
from RML is 10%, which increases in the setting of AKI and 
reaches 50% in AKI stage 3.19,20 

AETIOLOGY 

The etiology of RML varies according to the age group, 
geographical variation and the timing in relation to the 
analysis. Traumatic causes are more common in the 
developing countries, while drug abuse is the most frequent 
cause in the Western world.21 Infections and congenital 
diseases are largely responsible for pediatric RML, while 
drugs and trauma are the most common causes in adults (up to 
80% of cases).22  The list of causes of RML is exhaustive and 
is beyond the scope of this article, however, broad categories 
have been covered in figure 1.

Recently, RML has been reported in cases of coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by severe acute respiratory 
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syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).  The first case was 
a report of a COVID-19 patient from Wuhan, China, who 
developed RML during hospitalization.23  Second patient 
was an octogenarian who initially presented with RML and 
was subsequently diagnosed as COVID-19.24 A recent review 
reported nine patients (all adult males) with COVID-19 
related myositis/RML, of which three passed red cells in urine 
and one had cola colored urine.25 The postulated mechanisms 
include excessive immune response and cytokine storm, direct 
viral invasion and circulating viral muscle toxins.26 

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

The disorders causing RML result in mechanical stress on the 
cell, which in turn leads to cellular membrane injury, hypoxia 
and the release of degradative enzymes, ATP depletion and 
the generation of oxidative free radicals.27 This results in 

persistent contraction of the myofibers and an inflammatory 
cascade causing cell death. Injured muscles sequester 
up to 10-12 liters of fluid in a few days culminating in a 
compartment syndrome.28,29 (figure 2)

The destruction of approximately 100 g of muscle tissue is 
capable of inducing RML.30,31 The intracellular metabolites 
(potassium, phosphates and urate) and intracellular proteins 
(myoglobin, CK, aldolase, lactate dehydrogenase, aspartate 
aminotransferase, and nucleic acids) are released in the 
extracellular space and circulation. The release of excessive 
myoglobin into the plasma overwhelms the capacity of the 
binding proteins (mainly haptoglobin). Myoglobin then gets 
filtered across the glomerulus, causing tubular damage. The 
pathophysiology of AKI in rhabdomyolysis is likely to be 
multifactorial, including vasoconstriction, hypovolemia, 
direct myoglobin toxicity and intraluminal cast formation.21,29 
Myoglobin can exert a direct cytotoxic effect through the 
enhancement of local oxidative stress in the tubular cells.30,32  
The high rates of generation and urinary excretion of uric 
acid further contribute to tubular obstruction by uric acid 
casts. The precipitation of these casts is amplified in acidic 
urine. The free iron released from degradation of intratubular 
myoglobin catalyzes free radical production and further 
enhances ischemic damage.29,33.34 A recent study showed that 
heme-activated platelets released from necrotic muscle cells 
during RML promoted AKI.35 Alkaline conditions prevent this 
effect by stabilizing the reactive ferryl-myoglobin complex.36 
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Figure 2: Injury mechanisms of rhabdomyolysis.1 Energy 
(ATP) depletion inhibits Na+/K+ ATPase function, 
thus increasing intracellular sodium.2 The 2Na+/Ca2+ 
exchanger increases intracellular calcium.3 Ca2+ ATPase 
is not able to pump out intracellular calcium due to energy 
depletion.4 Intracellular calcium activates proteases such as 
phospholipase 2 (PLA2), which destroy structural components 
of the cell membrane, allowing the entrance of more calcium.5 
Calcium overload disrupts mitochondrial integrity and 
induces apoptosis leading to muscle cell necrosis. (Adapted 
from Chavez et al: Beyond muscle destruction: a systematic 
review of rhabdomyolysis for clinical practice. Crit Care Lond 
Engl. 2016 Jun 15;20(1):135. Open access article distributed 
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/).27
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Disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) and renal 
arteriolar constriction also occurs.17,22 The transient prerenal 
phase, if not treated early progresses to persistent AKI, which 
is almost always, due to acute tubular necrosis.21 (figure 3)

CLINICAL FEATURES

There is a wide variation in the clinical presentation of 
RML.37 The ‘classic’ triad of symptoms includes muscle 
pain (23% of patients), weakness (12% of patients) and dark 
urine (Coca-cola colored or tea-colored, 10% of patients).1,19,38 
Because of the relatively quick renal clearance of myoglobin, 
this dark urine often lasts for a short duration, and may be 
overlooked by both patients and clinicians.

The clinical manifestations can be classified as musculoskeletal 
signs, general manifestations and complications. The muscle 
pain, weakness, swelling, tenderness and contracture may 
involve specific groups of muscles or may be generalized. 

The most frequently involved muscle groups are the calves 
and the lower back. The muscles can be tender and swollen, 
and there can be skin changes indicating pressure necrosis. 
However, these classic features are seen in less than 10% of 
the patients.39  Systemic circulation of intracellular muscle 
components can yield additional non-specific symptoms like 
malaise, fever, tachycardia, nausea or vomiting.37

Cardiovascular symptoms may stem from the associated 
electrolyte abnormalities (i.e., potassium, calcium, phosphate) 
and may range from arrhythmias to cardiac arrest.40  Patients 
may be hypoventilating if RML was drug-induced or due to 
trauma or hyperventilating due to pain if they are awake and 
agitated.27 Respiratory failure and acute respiratory distress 
syndrome may occur in some patients.21 Hepatic dysfunction 
secondary to proteases released from muscle injury is seen 
in 25% of patients with RML.41 AKI and DIC (thought to be 
due to activation of clotting cascade thromboplastin released 
during muscle injury) are late complications, developing 
12–72 hours after the acute insult.42  AKI as a complication 
of RML is quite common, representing about 7 to 10% of all 
cases of acute kidney injury in the United States.43  The course 
of AKI is typically initial oliguria followed by polyuria in 
1-3 weeks after the primary insult, however, some cases may 
non-oilguric from the beginning.31 Another complication is 
metabolic acidosis as a result of uremia and lactic acidosis 
from ischemia. A non-anion gap acidosis may also occur 
from release of sulfur-containing proteins in large amounts 
overwhelming kidney excretion.44 

LABORATORY WORK UP

Serum creatine kinase 
Serum CK concentration, mainly the CK-MM subtype, 
is the most sensitive indicator of damage to muscles. The 
normal plasma CK level varies between 45 to 260 U/L.45 
Serum CK begins to rise approximately 2 to 12 hours after 
the onset of muscle injury, peaks within 24 to 72 hours, and 
then declines at the relatively constant rate of 39% of the 
previous day’s value.46  (figure 4) A CK cut-off value of 
>1000 IU/L or CK > 5 times upper limit of normal (ULN) 
in correct clinical context could diagnose mild RML.1  An 
exception to these criteria is statin-related RML where it is 
defined as CK elevation >10 times ULN with evidence of 
renal impairment and muscle symptoms or CK > 50 times 
ULN.47 The concentration of CK is directly proportional 
to the extent of muscle injury. A persistently elevated CK 
level suggests continuing muscle injury or development of 
a compartment syndrome.48 Whether increased levels of CK 
point to an increased risk of subsequent AKI, and/or need 
of kidney replacement therapy is unclear as CK is only a 
surrogate marker of myoglobin nephrotoxicity.49,50,51 Rarely, 
total CK may be factitiously low in RML. Running the sample 
in dilution should be considered if the low values do not 
correlate with the diagnosis.52 

Serum and urine myoglobin
Myoglobin is normally bound to plasma globulins, and 
has a rapid renal clearance with a half-life of 2-3 hours. A 

Figure 3: Pathophysiology of rhabdomyolysis-induced acute 
kidney injury. CO, carbon monoxide; EC, extracellular; Fe 
2+ , ferrous iron; Fe 3+, ferric iron; Fe4 = O, ferryl iron; 
HO-1, heme oxygenase-1; H2O2, hydrogen peroxide; MB, 
myoglobin; MC, muscle cell; MT, mitochondria; NO, nitric 
oxide; OH-, hydroxyl anion; O2-, superoxide radical; OH*, 
hydroxyl radical, RAAS, renin–angiotensin–aldosterone 
system; RBF, renal blood flow; ROS, reactive oxygen species; 
SOD, superoxide dismutase; TC, tubular cell. (Adapted from: 
Petejova et al : Acute kidney injury due to rhabdomyolysis and 
renal replacement therapy: a critical review. Crit Care Lond 
Engl. 2014 May 28;18(3):224.  Open access article distributed 
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License. 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)32
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small quantity of filtered myoglobin (0.01–5%) is normally 
excreted with urine. The normal concentration of myoglobin 
in the serum is below 5.7nmol/L (100 μg/L) and in urine 
below 0.57nmol/L (10 μg/L). After the occurrence of 
muscle damage, the circulating myoglobin levels exceed 
the plasma protein binding capacity, reach the glomeruli 
and are eventually excreted in the urine. Before the urine 
becomes discoloured (dirty-brown) by myoglobin, the level of 
myoglobin in the urine must exceed 57000 nmol/L (100 mg/
dl). In RML, the level of myoglobin in the serum increases 
within 1–3 h, reaches its peak in 8–12 h, and then returns 
to normal within 24 h after the onset of the injury. (figure 
4) Thus, the detection of myoglobin in the blood or urine is 
pathognomonic for the diagnosis of RML, provided that it is 
made in the initial phases of the syndrome (i.e., within the 
first 24 h).42 A systematic review showed that myoglobinuria 
is detected in 17% of the patients with RML.1 

The practical applicability of serum and urine myoglobin 
in the diagnosis of RML has several caveats.42 Firstly, 
serum myoglobin usually increases before a rise in CK and 
drops more rapidly than does the decline in CK. Moreover, 
myoglobinuria may not be visible or may resolve early in 
the course of RML. These facts make this parameter less 
sensitive and therefore should not be relied upon to rule out 
the diagnosis of RML. Secondly, myoglobinuria is detected 
by urine dipstick tests (orthotolidine), which also react with 
the globin fragment of haemoglobin. Thus, in the presence 
of red blood cells or haemolysis, the specificity of this test is 
limited. False negative (heme-negative dipstick) results may 
occur in the presence of high specific gravity, ascorbic acid, 
or high nitrite concentration.53 Radioimmunoassay is more 
sensitive and specific than dipstick.54 However, this test is 
often not readily available, and it may take more than 24 
hours to obtain results. 

Urine myoglobin analysis is also affected by sample timing, 
glomerular filtration rate (GFR), and urine flow rate.55 Urine 
myoglobin concentration may be falsely low if the collection 
represents a mixture of urine filtered after the injury with 
preinjury urine from the bladder or if filtered myoglobin 
excretion is limited because of kidney dysfunction.21 
Alternatively, the presence of urine myoglobin may indicate 

good renal function in that the kidneys are still able to excrete 
the high plasma myoglobin load.55 

Other relevant laboratory findings

In 45% of the cases of RML, the urine dipstick can be found 
to be positive for the presence of protein. Proteinuria is 
due to the release of myoglobin and other proteins by the 
disrupted muscle cells. In the microscopic examination of 
urine, red blood cells are relatively few (<5 per high-power 
field).46 There could be detection of coarse granular red-brown 
myoglobin casts. The  fractional excretion of sodium may 
remain low even in the later course of the disease, reflecting 
primarily tubular obstruction rather than tubular necrosis.21

Creatine released in large quantities from the muscles gets 
converted into creatinine in the circulation. Some of the 
studies have suggested a higher ratio of serum creatinine/
blood urea nitrogen in RML.56 At the later stages of RML, 
the proteins released by the dead muscle cells are catabolized, 
thereby increasing the production of urea and thus the urea/ 
creatinine ratio returns to normal.57 Hyperkalemia is the 
most life-threatening electrolyte abnormality in RML. Its 
mechanisms include efflux from intracellular to extracellular 
compartment, hyper-catabolism, inadequate excretion in 
AKI and iatrogenic (blood transfusions).58 Hypocalcaemia 
is also common in RML from influx of plasma calcium 
into injured muscles, calcium-phosphate precipitation in 
muscles, calcitriol suppression from hyperphosphatemia and 
parathyroid hormone resistance.21,36  Upon complete cellular 
necrosis, the calcium initially entrapped in the cytoplasm 
of muscle cells is released back into the plasma. This, in 
combination with the secondary hyperparathyroidism that 
develops due to early hypocalcaemia and high levels of 
vitamin D (produced in great quantities by the glomerular 
cells), leads to the late manifestation of hypercalcemia.46 
Furthermore, inorganic and organic phosphoric components 
are dissolved and large amounts of inorganic phosphorus are 
released into the plasma, leading to hyperphosphatemia.46 
Hyperuricemia is seen as a result of purines derived from 
nucleic acids of damaged myocytes.46 The elevation in 
aspartate transaminase and lactate dehydrogenase is quite 
common in RML.59 Rarely, features of DIC including 
thrombocytopenia, increased fibrinogen degradation products 
(FDP), and extended prothrombin time (PT) are present.46

Muscle biopsy 

A muscle biopsy is usually not required. For a diagnostic 
evaluation of muscle structure in select cases, biopsy is best 
deferred until at least 3 months after symptom resolution.60 
The histopathological findings include loss of cross striations 
and nuclei (necrosis and fragmentation of muscle fibers) with 
the absence of inflammatory cells.61,62 

Kidney biopsy

Similarly, renal biopsy is not required to make the diagnosis 
of RML. The characteristic biopsy feature is acute tubular 
injury with globular red-brown casts which are positive for 
myoglobin by immunohistochemistry.63,64 (figure 5)
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Figure 4: Time course (in hours; y-axis) of serum myoglobin, 
CK, and creatinine with respect to the insult. CK, creatine 
kinase.
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Imaging

RML is a clinical diagnosis with supporting serum/urine tests. 
However, in cases of uncertainness, ultrasound, computerized 
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging and skeletal-
scintigraphy provide supporting clues in diagnosing RML.65 
MRI seems to be more sensitive than CT or US (sensitivity 
100%, 62%, 42% respectively).66 Though these imaging 
modalities are non-specific; their help in localization is found 
useful when fasciotomy is being contemplated.

Investigating exertional RML

The risk of exertional RML is increased up to 11-fold in 
those with prior heat injuries and more than 50% of  patients 
with exertional RML have a history of heat cramps or heat 
exhaustion.67 Risk factors for greater increase in CK post-
exercise include low premorbid physical fitness, males, 
African ethnicity, dehydration and high intensity prolonged 
weight bearing exercises.68 A higher pre-disease CK and lower 
coenzyme CoQ10, specifically CK:CoQ10 ratio, is associated 
with risk of exertional RML in African Americans.69 Further 
work up should be considered in patients with no history of 
heat exposure, or who have exertional RML. The acronym 
“RHABDO” has been suggested as an aide-memoire. 
(table 1)70 Identifying genetic disorders presenting as RML 
is a diagnostic dilemma due to their rarity and marked 
heterogeneity, needing a high degree of clinical suspicion. 
Even presence of an identifiable trigger does not necessarily 
exclude an underlying genetic cause. Whole exome/genome 
sequencing and next generation sequencing may identify new 
genetic aetiologies of RML.71,72 

In episodic RML in children and young adults, apart from 
detailed history (including a family history of consanguinity), 
a thorough  search for muscle-energy correlation is 
mandated.22 The major fuel source (glycogen/fatty acids/
amino acids) depends on intensity and duration of activity. 
A metabolic myopathy from a defect in any one fuel source 
is likely to present during or immediately post activity most 
dependent on that fuel source.73 For example, long chain 
fatty acids are metabolized to acyl-CoA during fasting or 
prolonged low intensity exercise. Symptoms in lipidoses 
typically occur after 24-48 hours of exercise, when glycogen 
stores are exhausted. On the contrary, glycogenoses manifests 
as premature fatigue/myalgia within minutes of moderate to 
high intensity exercise, when defective anaerobic glycolysis 
results in failure of energy production. A reduction in exercise 
intensity resolves myalgia and the ability to begin exercising 
again after 6-10 minutes, without recurrence of symptoms 
(second wind phenomenon) is classical of McArdle disease, 
an autosomal recessive glycogen storage disorder.73,74 
These investigations are likely unnecessary in patients with 
COVID-19 as this is a described provoking factor.

TREATMENT

The management of RML is targeted towards prevention of 
AKI. Any nephrotoxic medication should be discontinued. 
British guidelines recommend that adult and paediatric 
patients identified as being at risk of developing AKI due to 
RML, and who are not volume overloaded, should receive 
prompt intravenous volume expansion in order to achieve 
a high urinary flow rate.75  Recent Danish guidelines for 
prevention of RML induced AKI also suggest using early 
rather than late fluid resuscitation.76  The underlying principle 
is maintenance of a satisfactory urine output with fluid 
administration. 

 
 Figure 5: Kidney biopsy showing positive immunoperoxidase 
staining for myoglobin pigmented casts in a young female 
with heavy cocaine use and acute kidney injury. (Modified 
from Mansoor et al : Systematic review of nephrotoxicity of 
drugs of abuse, 2005–2016. BMC Nephrol [Internet]. 2017 
Dec 29 [cited 2020 Apr 30];18. Open access article distributed 
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/).64

R Recurrent episodes of exertional 
rhabdomyolysis

H HyperCKaemia persists 8 weeks after the event
A Accustomed physical exercise
B Blood CK >50 x ULN (>10 000 ULN in fe-

male Caucasian patients)
D Drugs/medications/supplements and other 

exogenous and endogenous factors cannot 
sufficiently explain the rhabdomyolysis 
severity

O Other family members affected/Other 
exertional symptoms (cramps, myalgia)

Table 1: Selection of patients for screening of a genetic 
disorder as a cause of exertional rhabdomyolysis. CK, 
creatine kinase; ULN, upper limit of normal. (Adapted 
from Scalo et al: Exertional rhabdomyolysis: physiological 
response or manifestation of an underlying myopathy? BMJ 
Open Sport Exerc Med. 2016;2(1):e000151. Open access 
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution Non-Commercial (CC BY-NC 4.0) License. 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/)70
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Other agents like mannitol were thought to be useful. It 
increases renal blood flow and GFR, acts like osmotic diuretic 
preventing obstructive myoglobin casts and scavenges free 
radicals. In addition, loop diuretics increase tubular flow and 
decrease precipitation of myoglobin. The evidence of benefit 
with these agents is not convincing in studies reported.77,78 
The guidelines suggest against the use of loop (or any other) 
diuretics or mannitol to prevent AKI.76 

The evidence for specific type of fluid which confers 
the greatest benefit is of low quality. There is a weak 
recommendation to suggest using crystalloids rather than 
colloids. A recent meta-analysis of twenty-seven studies 
demonstrated no evidence which supported a preferred fluid 
type.79 Historically, alkalinisation of the urine aiming for a 
urinary pH > 6.5 to mitigate intra-tubular precipitation of 
myoglobin has been the practice.36 However, the guidelines 
suggest against the routine use of alkalinisation with sodium 
bicarbonate (low quality of evidence).76 The primary role for 
sodium bicarbonate is simply to treat metabolic acidemia 
if present. Intravenous fluids should be initiated as soon 
as possible, preferably within the first 6 hours after muscle 
injury, at a rate that maintains a urine output in adults of 300 
mL/h.79 Clinical judgment should be exercised in deciding 
when to stop fluid. If oliguric AKI develops and patient is a 
positive fluid balance, then administering additional fluids 
would be harmful. 

The guidelines also suggest against the use of antioxidants 
or routine use of kidney replacement therapy as compared 
to none in prevention of RML induced AKI.76 However, 
no recommendations/suggestions could be provided 
on continuous kidney replacement therapy (CKRT) vs 
intermittent hemodialysis (IHD), filtration vs diffusion or low 
vs high cut-off membranes for AKI prevention.76 

Prediction for Kidney failure or mortality

An admission prognostic score by McMahon et al. is likely 
to be useful in emergency room for risk stratification in 
RML.80  It includes age, sex, type of injury, and clinical 
laboratory parameters. In a retrospective observational 
study, a score of at least 6 was more sensitive (86% vs 
83%) and specific (68% vs 55%) than peak CK of 5000U/L 
in predicting AKI requiring dialysis.81 Another risk score 
formula predicting AKI in patients with severe RML applied 
laboratory values related to the extent of muscle injury (CK 
levels, metabolic acidosis) and the general condition prior to 
the index event (hypoalbuminemia and decreased PT).82 A 
retrospective analysis of patients who were hospitalized for 
RML with admission CK > 1000U/L and serum creatinine of 
< 115 umol/L (1.3 mg/dL) were found not to be at risk for 
developing AKI if treated promptly with fluids, regardless of 
their initial CK levels.83  Another recent large, multicenter, 
retrospective study of 387 patients reported that invasive 
ventilation and severity of RML, including myoglobin 
level, are associated with the risk of stage 2–3 AKI. The 
long-term fall in estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) 
correlated to serum phosphate and myoglobin (>8000U/L) 

at admission.18 These scoring  assessments assist clinicians 
to identify patients who are at high risk of developing 
AKI so that they could be triaged for aggressive medical 
management. Furthermore, the transition from AKI to CKD 
in such patients would have future prognostic considerations.

Treatment of Myoglobinuric AKI 

The basic principles of treatment of such patients remain 
same: adequate nutrition, management of metabolic 
complications and kidney replacement therapy (KRT) if overt 
renal failure develops. Dialysis is indicated when uremic 
encephalopathy, deteriorating kidney function, uncontrolled 
hyperkalemia, metabolic acidosis, and fluid overload 
occur due to RML and AKI. KRT modes include CKRT 
and intermittent KRT. Conventional IHD does not remove 
myoglobin effectively owing to the size of the protein and is 
therefore usually mandated by renal indications. 

Myoglobin which is compatible with convective removal, can 
be transported to the filtrate by continuous hemofiltration and 
hemodiafiltration.84,85,86 Compared with IHD and peritoneal 
dialysis, CKRT is better able to maintain stable haemodynamic 
and homeostasis status, and remove myoglobin and 
inflammatory mediators.87 CKRT may therefore, theoretically, 
be a better choice for blood purification than intermittent KRT 
in the management of RML. Selected case reports have shown 
promising results in both pediatric and adult population.88,89  
In a Cochrane systematic review, the authors were unable to 
conclude whether or not CKRT is a safe and effective option 
to treat people with RML.90 

High cut-off and medium cut-off dialyzers have also been 
found to be useful in myoglobin elimination, though, the 
clinical benefits of such treatment strategies have yet to 
be established.91,92,93 Other extracorporeal therapies like 
plasmapheresis has been shown to have no favorable effect 
on outcomes or on the myoglobin burden of the kidneys.94,95 

CONCLUSION

The clinical features of RML are highly varied and the timing 
of testing is important. While the classic triad of myalgias, 
weakness and dark urine still holds it is rarely present and 
the ephemeral nature of urine myoglobin and the multiple 
possibilities for false negatives (especially in the current era 
of using ascorbic acid supplementation in critical illness) 
make this an insensitive test as well. It requires a high index 
of suspicion and careful history taking to suggest RML and 
serum CK is the most sensitive laboratory test likely to result 
in the crucial early window for volume expansion to ensure 
dilution of the urine the reduce the risk of renal impairment. 
The mechanisms of renal injury are as varied as the causes 
of RML but the essential elements are oxidative stress (and 
myoglobin toxicity), mechanical injury from cast formation 
and vasoconstriction/ hypoperfusion. 

While the classic approach has been avoiding nephrotoxins 
and early alkaline fluids (sodium bicarbonate) to achieve 
alkalization of the urine to decrease precipitation, there is 
no good quality evidence to support this or any specific fluid 
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to achieve expansion in non-overloaded patients. Multiple 
predictive models are available but if a patient does progress 
to renal injury this should be managed as with acute tubular 
necrosis of any cause.
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